
All departures are guaranteed! 
Travel any day from May to October!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:                                                                                             
 � Private transfer from Helsinki airport to the hotel 
 � 9-day/8-night vacation featuring:

 � Centrally located !rst class or superior !rst-class 
hotels:

 � 2 nights in Helsinki 
 � 2 nights in Tallinn
 � 2 nights in Riga
 � 2 nights in Vilnius

 � Daily breakfast 
 � Hotel taxes and service charges

 � Hop-on, Hop-o" city bus tours in Helsinki
 � Hop-on, Hop-o" city bus tours in Tallinn 
 � Hop-on, Hop-o" city bus tours in Riga 
 � Hop-on, Hop-o" city bus tours in Vilnius
 � Ferry tickets with reserved deck seats from Helsinki to 

Tallinn
 � Private transfer from Tallinn to Riga 
 � Private transfer from Riga to Vilnius
 � Private transfer from to the Vilnius airport

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:   
 � Any of our Independent Journeys

HOTELS:                                                                                                                  
 � First-class:

 � Helsinki: Original Sokos Albert or similar
 � Tallinn: Hestia Europa or similar
 � Riga: Mercure Riga Center or similar
 � Vilnius: Novotel Vilnius Centre or similar

 � Superior !rst-class:
 � Helsinki: Hotel St. George or similar
 � Tallinn: Boutique Hotel Savoy or similar 
 � Riga: Pullman Old Town or similar 
 � Vilnius: Hotel Pacai or similar

ITINERARY:      
Day 1, arrive in Helsinki      
Upon arrival in Helsinki, you are met and transferred to your 
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.

Day 2, in Helsinki      
Explore Helsinki at your own pace with a hop-on, hop-o! 
bus tour.  There are stops at the main attractions such as the  
Rock Church, the Sibelius monument, the Swedish theatre 
and more. (B)

Day 3, from Helsinki to Tallinn     
Today, make your own way to the Harbor where you board 
a ferry to the Capital of Estonia, Tallinn. Upon arrival, make 
your own way to the hotel. The rest of the day is free to start 
exploring on your own. (B)
 
Day 4, in Tallinn        
The comprehensive Tallinn hop-on, hop-o! bus tour allows 
you to plan your own sightseeing. Visit sites such as the Open-
Air Museum, the Old Town and Toompea Hill. (B)
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Day 5, Tallinn to Riga     
After breakfast a private transfer takes you to Latvia’s capital 
Riga. The rest of the day is free. (B)

Day 6, in Riga      
A hop-on, hop-o! bus city bus tour lets you explore Riga as 
your own pace.  Attractions and sites like the Latvian National 
Opera, the Power Tower, and Kipsala are all on the route. (B)

Day 7, from Riga to Vilnius     
This morning, a private transfer takes you to Vilnius, Capital of 
Lithuania. A stop is made at the Hill of Crosses. The rest of the 
day is free. (B) 

Day 8, in Vilnius      
Discover Vilnius with a hop-on-hop-o! minibus city tour. 
See sites such as Cathedral Square, the Gothic style town Hall, 
St. Peter’s and Paul’s Church, the Gates of Dawn and many 
more. (B)

Day 9, depart from Vilnius     
Your independent journey ends today and you are transferred 
to the Vilnius airport. (B)

Rates:
Prices are per person, in USD, based on double occupancy.
Tourist city taxes are not included and must be paid by the 
passengers directly to the hotel.

HELSINKI, TALLINN, RIGA & VILNIUS
 9 days independent journey with private transportation

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Start End Per person 
double occupancy

Single 
supplement

05/01/23 06/30/23 $2,015 $1,507

07/01/23 07/31/23 $1,885 $1,410

08/01/23 10/31/23 $2,015 $1,507

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Start End Per person 
double occupancy

Single 
supplement

05/01/23 06/30/23 $2,620 $1,830

07/01/23 07/31/23 $2,447 $1,710

08/01/23 10/31/23 $2,620 $1,830
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